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puted engineering education in the Amencan, Arabic and Asian regions. To put such plans into action, signifcant parts ofthe
curriculum wiil have to be taught on-iine.

Meeting learners' needs in times of mass provision

Motives for virtual provision
The motives for universities to make increased use of virtual deliv-

ery in providing services to learners are manifold and varied in nature. Basically, there are four good reasons for university managers
not to ignore the challenges arising from the new technical possibilities opened by the internet.

Student expectations
There can be no doubt that students will expect new media to be
an integral part oftheir university education. The "net generation" is
used to interactive communication. To young people today rt is normal to look for rnformatlon in the web, to exchange ideas via email
or meet in virtual chat-rooms. This is quite different from our generation, whose attitude towards the media has been significantly influenced by the TV and who, when referring to the use of media,
rather think of one-way-communicatron with us being "consumers" of
ready-made media content.
In the U,S., where University presidents tend to have a keener
eye on student expectations than in Continental Europe, these
changes in student demand and habit are the main motive for integrating new media into the learning experlence they provide.

Global education market
It has been frequently stated that competition in the provisron of
education servrces is transcending national borders and that it will be
more and more important to think global when planning for education prov sion, The internet accelerates this trend, These days, it
takes less than 6 hours time to travel from Europe to New York,
and by virtual means, one can move to Sydney within seconds, H ghly
reputed universities such as Stanford, Berkeley, Harvard and Oxford
move into this global educatron market. Some people fear that only
the best universities will be able to survive in a transparent and globally accessible education market and we will soon see a handful of
education oligopolies dominate the higher education landscape. Such
fears are based on a misunderstanding of the functioning of the market. Stanford or Oxford's reputation hinge critically upon the idea of
providing highest quality education to a limited number of students.
Why should a universrty like Stanford or Oxford risk their reputation and become a mass provider of educational services to students
across the globe?
At the same time, not to be present in this global educatton market carries the danger of loosing touch with economtc and cultural
developments, Few unrversities will be able to afford this. Instead, universrties will have to keep a keen eye on global developments, analyse trends, target markets, find their niche, For example, German
unjversities should ask themselves how to position their highly re-
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The use of media allows universities to improve the trade-off between quality and quantity in educational provision, ln the U,S., universities see the internet as a means for coping with increasrng
student numbers without sacrificing quality. ln Germany, where student numbers have already increased dramatically over the last 20
years and quality hos suffered, the challenge is to imProve quality of
higher education provision again, to make it more student-friendly
and learner-oriented, even although more money for higher educa-

tion is not in sight.

Lifelong learning
According
pect

to

medical research, those who are born today can ex-

to live for up to 1 20 years. This scenario, though hard to

image,

not unrealistic, given the progress in medtcai research expected within the next 30 to 40 years. Such an increased life span
will have immense consequences on the way we organise our lives the current model with 25 years of education and training followed
by 35 years of working life would imply 60 years of retirement,
is probably

which definitely is an unrealistic scenario.
The paradigm of "lifelong learning" implies that we have to fundamentally rethink the relationship of work and education. A strict separation of life into subsequent periods of education, work and rest
does not make sense any more. Universities have to adjust to these
new circumstances. Not only do they have to take the changed time
budgets and life planning oftheir students into account, they shouid
also embrace the idea of proactively developrng a new understanding
of education.

Where are we going?
Some observers of current trends in higher education expect universities - including campus buildings, professors and organisational
forms - not to survive the next 20 years in their current shape. I am
not so sure about that - except in the professors' case, of course. But
I do agree that higher education institutions will undergo fundamental change in the near future.
However, just as 1 5 /ears ago, people thought the "paperless offlce" was imminent - and we stiii sit in our offices between piles of
papers the future university will not be uninhabited by humans, and

even less so "inhuman"l

At this point in time, I do not consider it possible to make exact
forecasts of how the university of the future will look like. But
nevertheless believe that some trends can be identifled. These encompass changes 1n knowledge transfer and acquisition, the global
I

education landscape and the culture and organisation of education

in-

stitutions,
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Changes in knowledge transfer and acquisition
lntegration. The increasing integration of information, communi
cation and computer technology allows for a close combination of
sound, graphic and fllm with flexjble access in synchronous and asynchronous communication contexts.
ln this regard, the internet assumes special significance, lt can be
expected to soon replace other forms of scjentific communication,
but also other teaching and learning technologies (such as broadcast;ng via sateil,te) - chiefly for economic reasons.
De-institutionalisation. The process of knowledge transfer will
be characterised by an increasing degree of independence from established institutions and by quicker knowledge diffusion. The estats
lished institutions that were based on the traditional idea of
authorised, pre-structured and mediated knowledge transfer, will be
increasingly bypassed as access to knowledge becomes more direct.
Knowledge will transcend traditional geographic, political and other

boundaries more easily, and will be accessible in knowledge networks outside of the traditional "monopolies" of education.
Disaggregation and differentiation. Knowledge itself will become more and more disaggregated and differentiated. lnformation
and knowledge will be broken up into modules and recombined in
various ways to suit individual needs and different purposes. lt will
thus be possible to reconcile wide reach ofand broad access to educational programmes with the aim of learner-focus through "masscustomisation" of educational content.

Learner orientation. As a result ofthe described changes, learnwili become much more learner-centred than this is the case today. While today's teacher-centred model of instruction could be
described as industrial or Taylorist ("one for all, here and now"), tomorrow's learning will take place in distributed s/stems and be self
paced, with the learner determining the contents he or she wants to
ing

learn as well as the speed

ofthe learning process.

Outcomes orientation. At the same time, knowledge acquisition
will become more and more independent from the process of knowledge generation. Also, the result of a learning process will be more
decisive than the organisational context in which it was acquired. lt
will no more be the quality of the institution in which the knowledge
was acquired that can itself guarantee the quality of the result. Outcomes orientation thus requires new forms of validation of learning
processes as well as new instruments for the accreditation of educational content and programmes.

Changes in the international education landscape
The changes in knowledge transfer and acquisition go hand in hand

with fundamental changes in the increasingly international landscape
of higher education.
New clients. As the spectrum oftheir potential clients increases,
universities have

to serve new and sometimes very specific learner

interests, The separation of basic and further studies is blurred, the
borders between academic and professional education, as well as be-

tween education and training are transcended, mature learners become the norm rather than an exception.

New providers. The traditional content providers in the higher
education sector (universities, polytechnics and colleges) will face
competition from commercial providers both nationally and internationally. The largest university in the world, the University of Phoenix, is a profit orjented joint-stock company. Corporate universities
are moving into the market of work-related training.

dated as policies based on narrow nationalistic priorities. The success
of educational programmes will instead be determined by the relevance and attractiveness oftheir content, their accessibility, good service and support, attractive pricing etc. New forms of quality
assurance and education finance are required.

Cultural and organisational change
Successfully responding to these changes in knowledge transfer
and the concurrent changes in the rnternational education market requires significant cultural and organisational change from German universities. lnstitutions need to modify their working culture and adapt

it to the new expectatlons and circumstances, I would like to give a
few examples.
Teamwork. Developing marketable curricula and media-based
educational programmes is impossible without close co-operation between academics in the respective discipline and specialists in pedagogy and instructional design as well as those rn charge ofthe
technical implementation. This kind of interdisciplinary co-operation
can constitute a severe challenge to German universities, Traditionally, German universities rather tend to stress the autonomy of the
individual professor at the expense of teamwork.
Character of examinations. The organisation, form and content
of examinations, - those during as well as those towards the end of a
course or module - will change their character. New modes of
authorisation and credit transfer are needed.
Job-profile of academics. The development and use of mediabased educational programmes has profound consequences for the
job profile and tasks ofacademics. Teaching obligations, research and
development tasks go hand in hand, change their character and are
complemented by new tasks, such as teaching virtual seminars. While
the development of new educational programmes can be very timeintensive, the time needed to actually teach these programmes could
in fact be reduced. Concurrently, the forms of mentoring, supervision
and examinations will change as will the communication between teachers and learners. The future role ofthe university teacher is not
clear, Will he or she change from a source of knowledge to a knowledge facilitator? Will his or her task be to act as a coach and discussant for the students? The new demands have to be taken into
account when designing new job profiles and planning job contracts
or when designing indicators for performance-based allocation of
funds. lncentive systems should reflect the new demands,
Bureaucratic steering and planning. The interdisciplinary and
co-operative development of web-based educational programmes as
well as the new meaning attached to terms such as "course" or "student-teacher ratio" are incompatible with a profoundly German bureaucratic planning mechanism that is currently central to the
functioning of the German university system. This planning device,
the "Kapazitätsverordnung", is based on the idea offixed student-teacher ratios for each subject area and distributes flnance and students
according to a certain formula with nation-wide validity, Abandoning
it would require a change not only in German law, but also of German lawyers as well as ministerial bureaucrats.
Staff development. Well-targeted and continuous training proSrammes are needed for academics to realise the potential of new
media for improving university teaching and research, This cannot be
achieved through "learning by doing" alone. Universities should not
leave these tasks to the disposition oftheir departments, but draw
up university-wide staff development plans.

New forms of regulation. Traditional mechanism of (state) regulation are ill-suited to cope with the increasing diversity of educational provision and the freedom to choose between them: the old
forms of regulation will loose their grip and soon become as out-
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Media development as organisational de-

velopment
lfthe future cannot be described but by a few trends, it certainly
cannot be planned for dependably at the central level. lnstead, universities themselves must be PUt into a position that aliows them to
react flexibly

to new developments Addressing the challenges de-

mands "entrepreneurial", i.e, autonomous, self-determined action.
State regulation is detrimental to such actton. Yes, the course needs
to be set at the level ofthe government, but we should dare to allow
for mistakes and correct later on. ln Germany, we still have to learn

that reforms are not made for eternity,
Deregulation, more autonomy and responsibility for universities,
lump sum budgets, performance-based allocation offunds, contract
management, strategic planning; all these instruments are still being
tested and, I admit, sometimes implemented in counterproductive
ways. Here, too, we can correct and improve
But even if we are still in the learning phase, there is no alternative
to greater university autonomy, and this is not least due to the challenges of the internet revolution.
On the way to greater university autonomy, we need proactive
university leaders both at the central and the faculty levels, but we
also need farsighted ministries that rather interfere too little than
business of their universities.
To put a long story short: we need "air to breathe", the "air of
freedom" as expressed by Stanford University's motto. Or as I have
put it in my recent publication, we need the "unleashed university", a
university that enjoys a greater degree of institutional autonomy, a
university that uses its autonomy to foster scientific engagement, that
develops its academic proflle, improves the efficiency with which it is
run and, importantly, becomes more international in orientation,l
ln this context, the new media are much more than simply one

too much with the

more aspect to consider.
It is the new media that make us pose some of the key questions
in new ways and more urgentlYi the question of German universities'
ability to steer themselves, the question of the institutional autonomy
needed for long-term strategic planning and for major investments as
those required by the new media. These are decisive questions in
light ofthe international education market and the accelerated speed

with which it develops, propelled by the technical developments
Media development has thus to be seen in the context of higher
education development and has to be understood first and foremost
as strategic and organisational development of higher education institutions, "Virtuality", then, is not an oPtional add-on, but a constitutive
part of universities.

Some thoughts on the sustainability of media devel-

oPment
For media development to fulfll the high expectations attached to
their use, it has to become an integral part ofthe concePt of universities, facuities and subject areas: we need sustainable media development.

given for a certain specified proiect, and llmited to a certain period'
How the activity could be made an rntegral Part of the ordinary
functioning ofthe organisation is rarely asked and is neither the
focus ofthe funding agency nor ofthe researcher' The entire set-

ting implies a dependency on third Parties in the realisation of project ideas and this in itself weakens the organisational, strategic
and academic synergies that could potentially develop within the
respective universitY.

o Second, there is not really atradition in Germany of strategic planning at the university or faculty level. Work in German universities
is centred around the institutes ofindividual professors Consequently, media development is rarely addressed by the strategic
development at the universit/ level, lf at all, it takes place at the
level of university institutes, Rarely do universities set their budgeting priorities in favour of the use of lT in teaching and learning,
even less so as targeted funds for media development withln universities are rare,

This is the current situation - nevertheless, the fact remains that
the challenge of media development cannot be tackled through a research-focused approach alone nor through activities at the institute
level. What is needed is the integrated effort of a team of erperts
from different disciplines, working together towards the common
arm of a workable web-based curriculum that is accepted by students.
The co-operation needed for such an endeavour demands a new
type of organisational, communicative and planning comPetence that
German universities are /et to develop.

,,Alma mater virtualis": Strategic oPtions
One of the most common misunderstandings about "virtual universities" to me seems to be the idea that everything was done via the
web. The typical clichd is that of a professor sitting somewhere, putting lectures into the web, and students from all over the world "consuming" them. Actually, virtualisation is much more diverse and
interesting than that.
I would like to demonstrate this with the help of the following
"cube of strategic options". lf one divides each dimension of the cube
into two options - which is of course a bit stylised, in reality we have
a continuum - the virtual university has eight {lelds of action to
choose from (see Graph 1):

o regarding the target group: undergraduate and Graduate programmes aimed at training the new generation of academics orfurther education and training (besides the job) fbr mature
students;

o regarding the programme focus: chiefly ,,on camPUS" orchiefly distancelearning with,,off campus"-focus;
o regarding the intensity of lT use: low use of lT conflned to certain modules and a correspondingly high share offace-to-faceteaching orhigh use oflT- measured as a share ofthe programme
that could be increased up to the on-line provision ofthe entire

-

programme.

Which are the strategic options for universities that follow from
this distrnction?

ln terms of their academic standard as well as their technical and
educational sophistication, German developments in internet-based
education provision are among those of the world leaders in the
USA, Australia and Great Brita n, The crucial question however, is:
how can we make these PrototyPes and programmes competitive in
the international market?
It is for two reasons that I have doubts about the competitiveness
of German virtual education Programmes:
o First, media Projects at German universities are first and foremost
flnanced according to the mode of research funding, i.e funding is
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lT strategy off campus for mature learners
ln the field

offurther education and training, there are good rea-

to favour an off-campus strateg/ with high lT-content. The target group includes proGssionals who often pursue their studies
besides the job and have the degree of independence and discipline
required for distance learning. A similar scenario holds for postgradusons

/'

ate education: distributed, co-operative and collaborative learning become possible, an option that is interesting for research intensive

.

un

,r

iversities.

Offering further education and professional development programmes partly or completely on-line rs a potentially interesting strateg/ even for traditional universities as it is fully in line with their
mission in further education as stated in the German federal higher
education law (Hochschulrahmengesetz) and at the same time allows
them to tap additional sources of flnance. Universities who choose
this option de facto develop into open universitres in the area of

l

Graph 1: Cube ofstrategic options

further education,
would like to pick out just two examples of reasonable lT strategies for specific quadrants or flelds of action.
I

lT strategy on campus for freshmen
There are good arguments to favour an on-campus strategy with
low IT intensity for undergraduates (see Graph 2). To undergraduates, campus life and face-to-face contact with professors as well as

When further education is provided online, rt can be enriched by
"imported" modules from other universities or commercial providers
who can add specrfic knowledge and competencies in certain fields of
the subject. Similarly, educational content and learning modules can
be exported other providers offurthers education and training, for
example in the context of university consortia where universities
pool their respective strengths, or to commercial providers.

peers are of especially high importance, Also, they sometimes have
acquire the independence needed for self-paced on-line learn-

/et to

lT-intensity

ing

ht

Low lT intensity, however, does not mean thatthe use of lT is not
an integral part of students' learning experience, First, lT-based learning can be part ofthe regular undergraduate teaching ,,on campus",
Parts ofthe curriculum can be taught through the web. The intensity
of IT use within this option can vary: Single learning modules as well
as entire courses can be web-based. Learning atthe PC and webbased group work (distributed learning) can partly replace tradrtional
teaching in lecture hails. Another form of media use is in the context
of tele-teaching, allowing academic content to be imported as well as
exported. Second, the internet can be used to provide a virtual campus that complements the physical one and through which the entire
range of student services and administration, including library services, exam administration and leisure programmes can be provided
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The latter example demonstrates that media development at and
by universities opens up new possibilities for an "entrepreneurial" approach to education. Such an approach need not imply the generation of additional sources of income - even though a drversiflcation of
university funding is a desirable aim - an entrepreneurial approach
can also mean a consctous make-or-buy decision:

Which academrc

contents should be developed in-house, which support services
should be provided by the university itself, and which ones can be
outsourced? Do the technical aspects ofthe programme design have
to be tackled by university staff, or can these services as well be
bought?

Off campus

,,Alma mater virtualis" in the academic value chain
Graph 2: lT strategy on campus for freshmen
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What do these considerations imply for a university's service profile - or put differently, for the academic value it generates? I ap-
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proach this question using the rdea of an academic value chain (Graph
4).

Graph 4: The academic value chain

New knowledge is generated in different research settings and
contexts. Knowledge that is relevant to academic teachrng is then

Graph 6:
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"condensed" into learn ng modules, integrated into study programmes and technically realised, Subsequently, these contents are
provided with adequate administrative support, After testing the
learning success, the acquired knowledge is certilled, Up to today,
German universities normally carry out all parts of thts value chain
themselves - except for the use of research results from other universit es. But this need not be so. The new media offer a range of possibilities of which I pick out just two at the opposite ends of the vaiue
chain (Graph 5 and 6).
ln a co-operation model, the university could focus its value generation on the actual teaching, testing and certification of learning, ln
partnership with other universities, research instttutrons or other
commeroal providers it could buy the respective contents and support services needed for programme provision (Graph 5).
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Conclusion
"e" is needed
It is safe to conclude that virtual provision is more than an appendix to the actual business of universities. lt is aiso more than a side
aspect of university deve opment and the reforms taking place within
universrties in this countr/. ln the "digital age", in times of globalisation and e-business, it would be narve to think otherwrse. And to put
a long story short:
To e' or not to be - that

rs

the question,

But it s also good to remember that there is no such thrng as
,,the" virtual universrt/. Neither is there a standard procedure for
"going virtual", nor a golden path to becoming an "alma mater virtualis", We are left with different strategic options, we have to measure
them against their relevance and realism - taking into account the respective culture and structure of a specrfic university, its special
strengths and resources as well as the overall strategic orientation at
the faculty and central levels.

Graph 5:

Business

model

1

Different strategic aims in media development then lead to drfferent organisational and bustness models that have to be designed and
implemented by the universities themselves. This implies: media development w ll have to be seen as o monogementtosk rother thon o
reseorch tosk, And at the same t me, it has to be seen as an integral
part ofthe inherently academrc organisational, structural and strategic development that builds on the university's competencies rn
teaching and research.

The opposite case rs also possible: Un versities offer and validate
educational programmes but leave the actual provision to others.

Corporate Unlversitres work according to this model (Graph 5).

Media development, if it is to be successful, will have to cut across
departments and pull together the forces of different academrc departments, admrnistration and support services, including lT and media centres as weil as librares, lT centres and libraries will assume a
leading and key role in fosterrng and diffusing change into the whole
of the universrty, and will thus be atthe center stage of good media
management. How convincing unjversit/ members will flnd lT solutions and thus how open they will be towards such change will depend crucially on the qualrty and degree of integration of the services
provided by lT centres. Their task is thus more than just a technical
one,

the/ wrll act

as chonge ogents

to bring about the needed cultural

change in the teaching and learn ng habits of university researchers,
teachers and students, who w I increasingly see the use of lT as a
self-evident part of every aspect oftherr work, study and research.
To fully grasp the beneft of combined vrsron and technrcal excellence,
university management is well advised to work closey with lT cen-

tres and I braries,
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